
RRirr DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIT

The Social. Therapy Unit (S.T.U.) is located in the maximum

security Oak Ridge building and is comprised of Wards E, F, G, and

rt. Each of these *^S33frvards is serviced by two daytime shifts of

three or four attendant staff, with a single attendant in charge during

the night lock-up shift (11.00 p.rn. to 7*00* a#m.)# The Professional

staff complement consists of a half dozen individuals drawn from a

broad spectrum of disciplines, with one psychiatrist in charge of this

team and of the Unit,

The typical patient member of the Social Therapy Unit appears

rather intact and articulate# Host are, in fact, diagnosed as some

variation of character disorder: few are strangers to total institutions;

nany have long histories of antisocial behaviour# 'Average age is somewhere

between 20 and 23*

Philosophical Background

The chronic shortage of professional help at Oak Ridge has

)een an advantage in the development of Social Therapy Unit programs.

)ur philosophy is founded on ideas similar to those of Martin Buber--open

md spontaneous dialogue is the meaning and goal of psychotherapy, and

symptomatic behaviour is simply failure to relate effectively. With

Ideological guidance of this sort, it's immediately clear that the patients

.hemselves possess the means to treat each other: it’s only necessary that

:here be a person at each end of some relationship for it to be therapeutic,

(n fact, as our patients acquired greater skill at understanding themselves

md each other, it became clear that for many situations they could operate

acre effectively in this regard than could a professional. Similarities in

ixperi ence, of course, allow patients a "head start" at empathy---but more

Important, the fact that one’s therapist has been formally identified "as a

iut M allows one to compensate for his psychological astigmatism.

The role of therapist carries some responsibility. The success

,'e'vc had at filling the role with patients has encouraged development of

he idea that these very dangerous people, in some situations, can be

rusted to behave responsibly with minimal overt control. With the establis

it therapeutic communities as the vehicle of pat i ent /pat i ent therapy, it was

innvoidnMe that patients would occupy positions of authority, and while

tl timatol. y answerable to the staff be directly monitored only by other

tatients. Since then, the practice of teaching responsible behaviour by

imply requiring it has elaborated itself into a system that makes some

iatients a replacement for staff in control or service of particular

rograms.

An accumulation of considerable experience with therapeutic

ommunities operating through the initiative and energy of patients, and

.early independant of staff involvement except in a supervisory capacity,

as enriched our appreciation of the processes central to therapy. A notion

urrentlv growing in, strength throughout the unit is that Community heals -

,e. that involvement as coparticipant in and commitment to a group sharing

•eliefs and trust is sufficient to restore wholeness to the violent, anomic

j

ol f -coni 1 ir t ed people with whom vc deal.



Some S*T.U. Feature:

The Ays t-s ament Unit

To minimize the disruptive effect produced in the communities

by the entry of admissions fresh from the prison subculture, a pre-

treatment training, program is operated on T:> Ward* The special emphasis

of this program is control: almost all of every day is spent in groups

supervised by "Teachers" - patients of known loyalty who are also

veterans of milieu therapy. The groups sessions are devoted to study of

papers on interpersonal behaviour, but actually the most important

training ccic-zs with the privelege penalties for such behaviour as

calling Attendants "screws" or referring to Teachers ns "joint men":

new admissions must learn that they arc in a mental hospital and tb nr.

the prison ethic (in the style, "do your own time and I'll do mine) is

oul of place here. Though there is much discussion about therapy in

these group sessions, none takes place here: The Assessment Unit must

also deal with people sent by the courts of 30 and 60-dr ’ Warrants of

llcmand for psychiatric observation these people must net be subjected L

anything even faintly resembling treatment.

The !ctvjnunl ties

Wara.*> G and F contain therapeutic communities* The G Waxd community

opetates with a social system assigning specialisations and specific

responsibilities, a bureaucratic pattern adapting well to patients who

are relu.. cant Cs> cooperate with p . ers and unwilling to work wit! or for

The lishment . Tine F. Ward community is systems deal 1 y J.so' ratio,

st rv.ctu rt.d fo as tc accommodate thosn more motivated patients who already

understand the ground rules. The program routine fur both ct nnuufiitics

involves variously-sized group meetings and al 1- com .uni ty Ward meetings

usually from StGO a.m. to 4:30 p,.nu, in which patients must .ind time to

discuss individual problems in living--as well as effect solutions to the

ovim /day problem*; in ward and community maintenance*

Che* Ad juvnnt :

Hn jr *: uannui lizcra are used to a limited extent iu the Social Therapy

Unit "-situnl ioml ly , for he most part, and only as is nece: sary to

alWrinio symptom;; into rioring in some gross fai-.nion with tie milieu
tlunpv processes. I’noo'rj ’on in mental hospital tradition \r- our use of

t ho: o p.ivohoi : opi l'S tuner toning chiefly as pathology amph Tiers. Scopol-

amine, At. y la! •".•the J v : no, Dexnmy l -Tof rant i l
,

an. I sometime.', LSD- 25 have

hrou used in the civnmun i ; v sot. ting in way;; that, have vividly uncovered

deep disturbances underlying the virtually seam. ess personalities of our

patients. The point * 3 , of course, that only problems which can be seen

can bo solved*

The Yota ) be

c

ount e r Cap .-:1c
*

: r. almost tot.: lly di r
» tract ion- f rce axca has been set aside on

F* \\i d lur special sr.s : i ons
t

ir* ieadericss encounter therapy* The Gaps-..

I

i *. a smu 1 I
v
window 1c room containing a toilet* a sink, and < .- many as

ntivcvi nu do pacier.tr have voluut ered to share, those conditions, tor

•periods ranging fr..r * :.rec days to ..hove two weeks. Food is l iquid, (so

o.i Iks hakes, etc*) bowed throurt; pic *tic straws fixed in the wall.



The flooring is four-inch foam covered with deep-pile carpet. Patients
\

service and monitor the capsule, from the outside, by morris of n closed
circuit television: at night it is observed end attendee 1 to by three

^

patients working* shi ft.s
; during the day, by Civ*. Within the Capsule,

stripped of the artifices nnd the diversions normally allowing or justif-
ying or even promoting distances between people, patients are free to
explore the truths of their game-playing patterns* As an opportunity for
patients to test a variety of behaviour styles and to receive direct
feedback from their social environment, the capsule is unequalled. S.T.U.
patients recognize it as an important path in the search of understanding

.

of one’s self and others. ^
Other Programs

Deserving at least of brief mention are: MAP - the Motivation
Attitude Participation program retraining, under conditions of severe
deprivation, those who have proven extremely disruptive in other programs;
E* Ward - operating a relatively low-intensity program for the relatively
’’together” patients, which combines a minimum of structured interaction
and a maximum cl paid work in the Industrial Therapy programs; the Sunroom
-people who are psychotic, or for other reasons, unable to fit into
structured program, may be kept in the F. Ward sunroom group. This program
is small, unstructured and total; up to seven people living together 1 in
a large room 24 hours *1 day. The Sunroom is serviced and observed by the
group of patients handling the Capsule.

Communi cat ion

A tradition of security consi derations has kept the four wards
isolated from each, other to a considerable degree# On the whole, this
has enhanced the community experience by discouraging members from significant
social .investment elsewhere* But recently, interward communication has
been expanded at new levels: we currently publish a weekly newspaper for the
S.T.l)., and we are near completion cl a four-ward video hook-up. Ultimately,
we will have all our communities allied in a Social Therapy Village.



SYSTEMS FOR DECISION-MAKING

IN

OAK RIDGE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

People, together, interact. Oak Ridge

contains people who are kept together;

these people interact. Every Oak Ridge

resident acquired his right to live

here by demonstrating insufficient

adaptability to his community or, to put

it another way, by demonstrating an

inability to interact in ways most people

.would consider appropriate. With these

considerations, it's seemed reasonable

to organize the Oak Ridge residents into

communities especially geared for coping

with problems in interacting or in

community involvement*

Prepared by:





The Committee System is one of the
organisational’ schemas that has proven
effective in our communities. To
explore its operation we could begin
by looking at what happens when
interaction occurs that is stressful
to participants or to bystanders (see
squiggle in diagram). Unpleasant
happenings between two individuals -

for example, mutual intimidation -
will often be ''referred”. That is, it
will be brought to the attention of a
committee assigned the function of
investigating such incidents.

This committee - Clarification Committee •

interviews the participants and other
interested people (bystanders, friends,
etc.) in order to find cut what happened
and what it meant to those people 0 The
committee should not be seen as c. model
of a law court, of course, though there
will usually be pressure from the many
patients with criminal histories to
consider the Clarification proceedings
a3 a preliminary hearing. Clarification
Committee is only to investigate
interactions and incidents as far as
is necessary to determine the facts
and the feelings involved.



After interviewing as many people as
seem to have something pertinent to
contribute, Clarification Committee
will discuss the various aspects of
the matter that they feel are
significant. The result of the
complete investigation - the facts
uncovered and the relevant opinions of
commit tee members - are summarized in
s. written report representing the
consensus of the committee. This
report is read to a Ward Meeting: at
this joint, any msmbor of the coomiunity
may question or comment on the summary.
The entire report - the summary as
well as the transcripts of the interviews
is passed on to the Sanction Committee.
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Sanction Committee deliberates on the
Clarification summary and the comment s

evoked by its presentation in. the Ward
Meeting; from this, and from what they
understand of the personalities
involved and the history of the
interaction in question, they coma to
some decision about action to be taken
Sanction Committee is to be responsibl
for taking steps to curb deviant
behaviour: when it appears to them
that either participant (or both) is
clearly in the wrong, they may ree 022ns
some fora of punishment. These
sanctions commonly involve assignment-
menial ward cleaning chores or loss of
some privelege when an individual's
attitude toward his community or towar
people in general seems to require
correction. When the committee feels
that it .would be profitable for two
conflicting people to got to know each
other, the sanction recommended might
require that they spend an hour or
so together daily. All racomiaendatior
from Sanction Committee are reported
orally to a ward, meeting before being
passed on to the Staff-Patient Li* sen
committee 0



Staff-Patient Liason cccs;;j_fctee —
usually referred to as S.P.L. - is
composed of patients who are especially
nkilled at anticipating at aff npeds and
at interpreting community activities
for the benefit of the staff. It's
necessary, obviously, that these patients
not only have considerable previous
experience on other committees, but that
they also enjoy the confluence of the
staff. All recommendations representing
the decisions of other co.oniittees aro
discussed by S.P.L. with ahe Attendant
in charge of the ward. The final
decision - the staff decision - is
reported by S.P.L. in a. V.-.rd Meeting,
along with the minutes of the committee' s
discussion with staff. i,« s useful to
keep in mind the fact then, S.P.L. doesn't
make decisions affecting the community
except as they arc permitted to do so by-
staff

$ staff s.to the final authority in
all matters.
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As far as possible, Attendant staff end
Professional staff. work at finding
agreement in all areas relating to ward
policies or the treatment plane' for
individuals* Though Attendants are
chiefly concerned with matters of secur
ana professionals with matters of
psychotherapy, there is a groat deal' of
overlap in functioning and either group
will frequently consult the other# In
their frequent discussions together, st
will explore topics like committee chan
drug treatments, transfers fresa the
community, etc.



Soxetimas an individual* 3 attempt at
relating cocne to be noticed a3 faltering
or incomplete, For example, soms may be
consistently withdrawn and unable to
establish any sort of friendships, or may
seem to feel very much out-of-place in
the community. Behaviour of this sort -
not containing threats to others and not
causing others anxiety, but still
indicating that, the individual himself is
troubled or unhappy - is likely to be
investigated by Treatment Committee
rather than Sanction Committee.

Treatment Committee explores individual's
situations in depth, in order to make
recommendations that will assist their
acceptance by and involvement in the communi
Drug treatments, tranquilizers, special groi

etc. are examples of the types of reccnsmendi

that Treatment Committee relays to Ward Meet

for ;discussion and to SPL for approval.
Quite .important also are the interviews
conducted by this committoe. Treatment Com;

masts every night to assess the people who
appear most upset, most likely to hann
themselves or others. Those who appear to
be risks will be recommended for safe
conditions overnights- sleeping stripped of
dangerous articles in a "safe room", for
example, or with three others who will obos
him in shifts through the night (an I.C.U. •

Intensive Care Unit). Interviews for
assessment of risk also take place during t'.

daytime ; it's only through Treatment Ccoral

that people are recommended to coafs off
special restraints. Treatment Committee re

all interview's and reports them in Ward Kea
usefully keeping everybody informed of the
whereabouts of jell the stray psyches.



Routine duties of Treatment Committee
include regular review of dyads end
discucaion groupo. Dy&ds are hour-long,
agenda-free, two-parson sessions usually
scheduled for fivo deye a week. Discur.sicn
groups ere selected with care, in tho
hope of providing each group member with
an ciaosphera in which ho con express
hiaaelf with relative freedom, •

ReconsnerMi/ifcionn aro submitted to S.P.L.
bofairo any changes are madoj final
approval usually awaits discussion about
the natter among Professional and
Attendant staff.

Because most of our people arrived and are
kept here as a result of & propensity for
violence, it isn't completely surprising t;.

our interaction sometimes develops hostllit
near to violence. When violence occurs (1.

"acting out") or when someone 'is dieaovorec
the act of suicidal gesturing (i.c. "act in;
or when something along those lines seems
imminent, a bystander vd.ll call "Crisis I"

.

Acoustics on our wards being as they are, t

members of Security Committee will hear th«

Immediately, the area will bc> flooded with
presence.



r
Rcufcir.* duties of Treatment Cercnittes
include regular review of dyads and
discussion groups. Dyads are hour-long*
agenda-free, two-par son sessions usually
scheduled fcr five days a week. Discuesicn
groups aro eelected with care, in the
hope of providing each group member with
an atmosphere in which he- can express
hiaself with relative freedom., •

Reeoranuy5d;.fciw» are submitted to s.P.L.
before arty changes are rondo; final
approval usually awaits discussion about
the ratter among Professional and
Attendant staff.
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Because most of our }>sopl.o arrived and arc
kept here as a recult • of a propensity for
violence* it isn't completely surprising t

our interaction sometimes clev.jlopr hostile
near to violence.. When violence occurs (i
"acting out") or when sonsoriui is die cavort
the act of suicidal gesturing {i.e, "astir
or when something along those lines seams
imminent,, a bystender will call "Crisis S".

Acoustics on our wards doing es they are,.,

members of Security Committee will he.gr* th
iMWsdisfceay, ths area will be flooded with
presence •.
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Security Committee *s first duty on arriving at

the sceno of the inoident is to prevent further
violence. If a fight io in progross,
participants will be bodily restrained; to

prevent further violence, cnenor both asy be

placed on special restraints (i.e. ucuffs" )

.

Staff are informed immediately, usually giving
immediate approval to whatever action the
committee sees as neceseary, ana a report- is

presented in the next Ward Meeting.

Prior to a patient’s • appearanca in frori

of a Review Board or hospital conferen<
a report on his progress ard current
mental status will bo required from, hi:

fellow patients* Progress Committee vn

these reports, but collects all itt?

information by interviewing those who i

often earns in contact with the indlvidi
concerned. Regular reports, usually
covering progress over two-month perioi

are written after the same pattern. T:

reports are read out in the Ward Meet!)

before being given to staff.



Another important organizational ’scheme
employed ih Oak Ridge communities is the
so-called Tribal System. Each member of
the community , in this system, is assigned
membership in one of three Olans approximately
equal in size. The Clans are important as
immediate social environment to each of their
members: kept to the same membership for
six months, often meeting several times
daily. Clans are thereby encouraged to work
out necessary mutual adjustments* Theoretically,
intimacy is virtually forced; as a result of
this process, partcipants will gain in
confidence and ability at relating. Clans
also act as combination Clarification/Sanction/
Treatment/Progress committees for their own
members. Every Clan has an elected Moderator,
but all Clan decisions are reached by voting:
the will of the majority is the will of the
Clan.
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The Clans, when they meet together, are ;

Ward Meeting® Into this arena, under th<
direction of an elected Ward Moderator, j
all information

, of any importance to the
community® When a Clan voices its agreer,
on somo matter in the form of a reconsmenc
the recommendation is presented in a Ware
and must be voted upon 0 All community m t

participate in this process — no abstentj
are allowed; people must vote "for" or
"against" on any question put to the corrr

The community^ consent to any recommend;
is represented by no less than a two-thi:
majority o



The Courier, by filling the information gap
bstvre-on staff and patients, completes the.

SPL-like function of the Ward Meeting. The
Courier 5

:: role is normally filled by every
member of the community, one at a time of
courso, in weoldy rotation. There is no
authority attached to this job: the community’s
tradition foihids the Courier carrying personal
cr Clan messages to the staff, representing
his view? as the views of the community, or
making decisions for the community. The Courier
is simply an iiiformation-carrying agent of the
Ward Meeting.

Tho other half of the Courier's role

involves his function as an agent of

staff. Attendant staff closely observe

the community through .-ill program
phases: their ideas and opinions, coup

with the information brought to them by

the Courier, result in decisions convey

back to the Ward Meeting through the

Courier. It’s not unusual for Attendar

staff to discuss a Clan's affairs direc

with that Clan, or to address a Ward

Meeting directly; the Courier, though, 3

available to Attendants at any time

—

whether or not meetings are in session-



1 'll'

employed hero ncy suggest some differences betweep the two
b System stresses lines of decisions descending as ljipes of
pd reports to Ward Meetings may be seen as side issue's. A
turo, with every individual-4. s responsibilities in rplation
clearly defined, this very efficient system will spsp^imes

The diagramming
systems. The Committe
information ascend — «
very businesslike stru^'

to those of every othe:

resemble a precision mhchino in it r-\ operation. Authority is stressed.

The Tribal System, however, providoa for a more "organic" sort of community
experiences information and involvement happen in all directions simultaneously.
Each mender of the coaBuinJ.ty is surrounded by those to whom he is responsible, the
degree of closeness proportional to the degrso of responsibility. The consensual,
total-information procedures for handling decisions and the absence of fixed roles
demand the participation of each member of the community - beyond merely voting
when called upon to do so. Immediacy and direct relating are stressed.

But these are rather subjective remarks; it's more accurate to say that som
patients benefit from 'the Committee System and not from the Tribal System, whilp
for others the opposite is true. And, of course, the communities employing thesp
systems are far more complicated organizationally than we have represented in this
brief paper. We have dealt with merely a single aspect of these multifaceted and
const antly-evolving organizations, the thread of decision-making in Complex webs
of interaction.


